GIFTS FROM RAVEN ACTIVITY SHEET

WONDEROUS WORDS
Tape these words on your fridge and
challenge your family to use them as
many times as you can this week!

created
“Look at the delicious dinner that
Gramma created for us. Yum.”
“You have created an amazing
tower with Lego. Way to go!”

nation

IDEAS TO SHARE TOGETHER
•W
 hat did the people in the book use red cedar for?
What kinds of trees do we use?

“In our Nation, we….”

facing
“The stroller is facing the slide.”
“Start by facing the table, and then
go left.”

• What if we were to create our own feast, like Raven’s?
What foods would we serve? What animals or people
would we invite?

FUN FACT

• What are your talents? I wonder what other things
you could get really good at.

You can listen to this awesome book
being read on YouTube by clicking
here.

EXPAND YOUR THINKING
•T
 his book has a lot of rhymes. Rhyming is a lot of
fun! Brainstorm a list of words that rhyme with fan,
hold, mat. Get silly! If the words aren’t real, at least
they can be fun! See how big your lists can get!
• As you are reading the story, explain the meaning
of the words on the right (or choose your own). See
how many times you can use the words in the week
ahead! Take a look at the examples and then make
up your own!

FUN TONGUE TWISTER
Say “Unique Ucluelet” five times as
fast as you can!

MOVEMENT GAME
Teach your child the compass
directions (N, S, E, & W), then ask your
child to ...
Stand up. Walk three steps in the
direction the sun goes down. “You are
‘FACING’ West.”
Back up six steps and turn around.
“Now you are ‘FACING’ East.”
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